Establishment of the Social Security Administration Body (BPJS) is one manifestation of the nation goals in achieving certainty in protection and social welfare for all citizens. By studying legal foundation as the legality of the establishment of BPJS relating to governance of social security in some countries, the fact shows that the institutional body of BPJS still has some drawbacks. This research is funded by the Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education, the article presents some ideal forms of institutional body of BPJS in relation with the fund management and development for health social security.
system is implemented by the non-profit principle. This means that BPJS in performing its functions and authority has followed the principle of business management which prioritizes the use of the results of development fund to provide the greatest benefit for all participants and not for profit as a primary goal. On the other side, in Article 10 letter d in conjunction with Article 11 letter b in conjunction with Article 43 paragraph 2 letter c BPJS mentions that BPJS has right to manage the Social Security Fund for the benefit of participants in the product of short-term and long-term investments, where the main purpose of investment activity gaining margin / profit is something that is essential (Sentosa Sembiring, 2010: 32) . As mandated by the implementation of the provisions of Article 43 paragraph (2) letter c BPJS regarding with the management and development of fund assets for health social security has also been issued by Government Regulation Number 87 of 2013 on the Management of Fund Assets for Health Social Security.
Furthermore, as a 'new legal entity' which is public and may conduct business activity in its private domain, of course, it is more confusing in the legal concept of civil if within the provisions of article 47 of BPJS Law explicitly states that BPJS can not be bankrupted by the provisions of legislation on bankruptcy.
Whereas in the business activities, the issue of bankruptcy is natural and inevitable when there is a mistake (miss-management) in running business portfolio management .
Another concern is the status of BPJS as a representation of the state in conducting business portfolio activities. If BPJS as a 'new legal entity' can not be bankrupted because of government label, of course this will lead to violations toward the equality principle among the parties in doing contractual relation.
Without prejudicing the good intentions of the goals of establishing BPJS in the Implementation of Social Security, it does not only aim on the pilot of early writing about ideal institution of BPJS, this paper also present an ideal format of BPJS (especially health aspect) institutionally in developing the Fund for Health 84 Yustisia. Vol. 6 No. 1 January -April 2017 Designing An Ideal Model For The Indonesia... Social Security so that its implementation does not cause legal problems in the future.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Based on the concept of an ideal institution, the author wants to answer some questions that arise, among others, (a) what may institutional form of the national health security (BPJS kesehatan) conduct investment activities without crashing into the existing legal order?; (b) What is the forms and profit delivery mechanisms to participants when BPJS kesehatan manage the Fund for Health Social Security to get a significant margin.
C. RESEARCH METHOD
This research applies methods of empirical legal research because the data obtained through observations and interviews. Data was obtained from primary and secondary data. The primary data sourced from BPJS office in central Jakarta and BPJS office in Surakarta, Public and Health Practitioners and Academics. Secondary data obtained from a document that is personal and the public, as well as secondary data in the field of law. Secondary data is collected through literature and content analysis of documents, archives, legal materials. The collected data are arranged inductively by identifying, according to classified the issues and research purposes, then resulting conclusion.
D. RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Lesson Learned From Some Countries
No country in every corner of this world which do not want welfare as a goal (welfare state) (Robert Urbe, 2012: 9) . Welfare then perceived when all citizens can meet their basic needs easily to avoid the risks that threaten their lives. To achieve this goal, one of the obligations that must be done by the state is implementing social security for each resident comprehensively (Michael O'Brien, 2008: 1-4 Today the Social Security System has been growing around the world with various modifications, according to the circumstances, needs and even the political and economic system in each country (Sulastomo, 2011: 25) . Here are some concepts for implementing social security in some countries, especially relating to the management of social security fund.
A. Fund Management of Health Social Security in Germany.
As an innovator in the modern implementation of social security, it is not surprising that every country across the global world refers to and modifies the system of social security implementation (soziale Sicherheit) which has been The presence of the National Insurance Law of 1911 provides the first opportunity to the labor class in England contributing into the insurance system to protect their rights when they were sick (ill) and when they were not working (unemployment). Broadly speaking, this can be regarded as foundation stone in realizing the concept of welfare state in the United Kingdom, both regulations may be referred as a milestone for the born of the social security concept in the United Kingdom. Besides it is known as publicly funded healthcare system, the method of fund-raising (fund accumulation) used by the NHS is by using the premium offered by the government through taxes paid by residents. Meanwhile, the community of workers and the employers do not have to make premium payments.
This may implies that the government fully control the administration of the social security (health care system). As a national and centralized institution, the Social Security Administration (SSA) in its fund management of health social security, involves two fundamental elements, namely the collection of fund (fund accumulation) and portfolio diversification. Fundraisers (fund accumulation) refers to the gathering of social security fund obtained from the payment of premium taxes, which already included the social security fund, while portfolio diversification is the development activities of social security fund which have been collected through the social security trust fund (Laurence S. Seidman, 1999: 1-10).
In doing the portfolio diversification of social security fund, the Social Typology of social security system in Japan is very interesting when it is seen from its need whether the social security system mandatory or nationwide.
That view can not be separated from the culture of healthy living of Japanese society itself which was already high. Thus, it positively impacts to the high rates of life expectancy and the low medical expenses per capita compared to other industrialized countries. However, if we do a deeper research, particularly related to the development issues of fund for social security health, we will find the basic differences between them. The independence and authority given to the Social Security Administration (SSA) can be said is far different from the independence and authority possessed by BPJS as 'a new legal entity'.
Legislative process which base on the BPPS Law along with its derivative legal products seems feel ashamed to imitate (fully) the procedures and mechanisms for the development of the social security fund through investment activities In order to develop fund for health social security which is oriented for the participants welfare, here it can be submitted several alternatives of institutional models as follows:
1.
Public-Private Partnership
World Bank provides a definition for public-private partnership as an "A long-term contract between a private party and a government agency, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk As an organ whose function is to assist the President in formulating public policies and synchronizing implementation of the national social security system. DJSN through this model needs to expand its authority, by which such authority is actively involved in the determination of investment firms that will be selected.
Active involvement here started from making the selection guidelines, the fit and proper test, until the sanctions to investment firms that will be selected. Based on the affirmation above, the development result of the social security fund intended entirely for the program development and for the greatest sake of the participants so that the profit distributions are balanced (equal and fair). This is mandatory and absolutely fulfilled by BPJS both for program development and participants sake. When it is examined deeply, the concept of trusts is already developed in Europe in the Middle Ages as "mutual benefit societies" where its formation was (H Thabrany 2009: 36) . In the national context, the concept of trusts has also long been run by our society as a social gathering, jumputan (Java), Subak (Bali), and so forth.
From the community sake and return back to the community (in the form of services and benefits), the model of Trustee Institution in relation to the fund management of health social security can be described through the following illustration From the above illustration, it can be stated that the Government should issue a legal basis with its synchronization and harmonization of relevant regulations in terms of changing the organ (institutionally) from Social Security
Agency to Trustee Institution. This is an institution whose ownership is divided proportionally both participants (through the paid contributions), the Government (through the gBUMN and government capital), as well as third party funding (through grant).
This institution can undertake the development of social security fund which has been raised through a diversified investment portfolio, with a record that it must obtain approval from the National Social Security Council considered as the
Board of Trustee
Profit gained from the result of the fund management for health social security can be redistributed equally and fairly (1) To the participants through improved services, cash back, incentives; (2) To the Government and then to be used as operating fund for health services, hedge fund, and others; and (3) To third parties grantor through annual reports which are compiled in accountable and transparent order.
The legal framework in this matter need to be formulated by the government to carry out a series of steps that are necessary be taken. The most important thing
